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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An anti-smoking device for assisting a smoker in his 

attempts to stop smoking and includes a mouthpiece hav 
ing a passage through which smoke is drawn. A slidable 
switch element in the passage is responsive to the Smoke 
stream and closes a primary electric circuit. A secondary 
circuit is also partially closed thereby and also includes 
contact elements at the discharge end of the mouthpiece 
which is closed by the smoker's lips to produce an electri 
cal shock at times when the smoke is drawn through the 
passage. 

A primary object of this invention is to provide a novel 
anti-smoking device for assisting a Smoker in attempting 
to stop smoking cigars, pipes, cigarettes or the like, and 
includes a mouthpiece having a passage through which 
smoke is drawn, means for creating an electrical output 
in response to smoke moving through the passage, means 
for conducting the electrical output to the lips of a Smoker 
to thus produce an electrical shock at times when the 
smoke is drawn through the passage, the electrical output 
means further including switch means having a movable 
switch element positioned in the passage for movement 
under the influence of smoke moving through the passage, 
and said conducting means includes a pair of lip-con 
tactable electrically conductive contacts which are en 
ergized from a source of electrical energy upon the clos 
ing of said switch means thereby producing an electrical 
shock each time the contacts are closed. 
With the above and other objects in view that will 

hereinafter appear, the nature of the invention will be 
more clearly understood by reference to the following 
detailed description, the appended claimed Subject matter, 
and the several views illustrated in the accompanying 
drawing. 

In the drawing: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a novel anti-smok 

ing device constructed in accordance with this invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic longitudinal sectional view 

of the anti-smoking device, and illustrates the electrical 
circuit of the device. 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken gen 

erally along line 3-3 of FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken gen 

erally along line 4-4 of FIGURE 3. 
The anti-smoking device 10 illustrated in the drawing 

is particularly adapted for assisting a smoker in attempt 
ing to stop smoking cigars or cigarettes C which can be 
inserted in end portion 11 of a mouthpiece 12. However, 
the mouthpiece 12 can be an integral portion of a pipe 
stem (not shown) or may be appropriately contoured to 
receive a conventional pipe stem therein to adapt the de 
vice 10 for assisting pipe smokers in their efforts to stop 
smoking. 
The mouthpiece 12 of the anti-smoking device 10 is of 

a two-piece construction and includes a metallic elec 
trically conductive body 13 having a cutout 14 in which is 
received a body 15. The body 15 is adhesively or otherwise 
conventionally retained in the cutout 14. An end portion 
16 opposite the end portion 11 of the mouthpiece 12 is 
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2 
contoured in a conventional manner so as to adapt the 
mouthpiece for positioning between the lips of a user. 
The bodies 13, 15 of the mouthpiece 12 define a passage 

17 through which smoke is adapted to be drawn by a 
smoker and moved from right-to-left as viewed in FIG 
URES 2 and 3 of the drawing. A movable switch element 
18 (FIGURES 2 and 3) which defines a portion of an 
electrical circuit 20 for creating an electrical output is 
slidably mounted within the passage 17, and is normally 
biased to the position shown in FIGURE 4 by a rubber 
band or a similar resilient element connected to the switch 
element 18 and a pin 22 having opposite ends (unnum 
bered) selectively positionable in diametrically disposed 
stepped slots 29 in the end portion 11 of the mouthpiece 
12. The switch element 18 is constructed of conductive 
material and includes a pair of generally circular flanges 
23, 24 each having a plurality of radially outwardly open 
ing recesses or apertures 25 (FIGURE 4) through which 
the smoke is adapted to pass from right-to-left as viewed 
in FIGURE 3 of the drawing. A pair of normally open 
electrical contacts 26, 27 are adapted to be closed by the 
contact thereof with the respective flanges 23, 24, as will 
be more fully described hereafter. 

Referring particularly to FIGURE 2, the electrical 
circuit 20 in addition to the contacts 26, 27 and the switch 
element 18 includes a battery or power source 30, a pair 
of adjustable rheostats 31, 32, a vibrator 33 and a trans 
former 34 having a primary winding 35 and a secondary 
winding 36. The contact 27 is connected to the primary 
winding 35 of the transformer 34 by a conductor 37 while 
the secondary winding 36 is connected to the rheostat 31 
by a conductor 38. The vibrator 33 is connected by con 
ductors 40, 41 between the primary winding 35 and the 
rheostat 32. The battery 30 is connected to the rheostat 
32 by a conductor 42 and to the contact 26 by a conductor 
43. Finally, the output from the rheostat 31 is connected 
by a conductor 44 to another conductor 45 which runs 
along the upper surface of the body 15 and terminates at 
the lip-engaging portion 16. It should be noted that the 
conductor 45 is insulated from the metallic electrically 
conductive body 13 by the nonelectrically conductive 
body 15, and that the contact 27 is connected to the 
metallic body 13. 
When a smoker "puffs' or inhales, smoke is drawn 

from right-to-left in the passage 17 and is permitted to 
partially pass beyond the switch element 18 through the 
apertures 25. However, a certain degree of suction is 
created which is sufficient to draw or pull the switch 
element 18 to the left against the bias of the band 21 
bringing the upper flanges 23, 24 into contact with the 
respective normally open contacts 26, 27. The closing 
of the contacts 26, 27 establishes current flow through 
the primary winding 35 of the transformer 34 over a 
path defined by the contact 27, the conductor 37, the 
primary winding 35, the conductor 40, the vibrator 33, 
the conductor 41, the rheostat 32, the conductor 42, 
the battery 30, the conductor 43, the contact 26, and the 
switch element 18. The pulsating current and voltage 
produced in the primary winding 35 is induced in the 
second winding 36 to produce an electrical output causing 
a shock to occur at the lips of the smoker over a path 
defined by the contact 27, the conductor 37, the second 
ary winding 36 of the transformer 34, the conductor 38, 
the rheostat 31, the conductor 44, the conductor 45, the 
lips of the user (not shown), the metallic electrically 
conductive body 13, and the switch element 18. When 
thus repeatedly shocked the anti-smoking device 10 is ef 
fective to discourage a person from smoking. 

Since smokers differ in their "puffing' or inhaling 
characteristics, the stepped slots 29 have been provided 
to increase or decrease the tension of the band 21. By 
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moving the pin 22 to the left from the position shown 
in FIGURES 1 and 3, the tension of the band 21 is de 
creased and a lesser degree of suction will close the con 
tacts 26, 27, and vice versa. Similarly, the arms (un 
numbered) of the rheostats 31, 32 can be selectively 
adjusted by externally exposed rotatable elements 47, 48, 
respectively, to increase or decrease the degree of shock 
which is desirable because of the differences in electrical 
thresholds among individuals. 
While a preferred form and arrangement of parts have 

been shown in illustrating the invention, it is to be clearly 
understood that various changes in details and arrange 
ment of parts may be made without departing from the 
spirit and scope thereof. 

I claim: 
1. An anti-smoking device for assisting a smoker in 

attempting to stop smoking cigars, pipes, cigarettes or 
the like comprising a mouthpiece having a passage through 
which smoke is drawn, means for completing an electrical 
circuit having output means responsive to smoke moving 
through said passage, and means for conducting said 
electrical output to the lips of a smoker to thus produce 
an electrical shock at times when the smoke is drawn 
through said passage. 

2. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 
in said electrical output means includes switch means re 
sponsive to smoke moving through said passage for mov 
ing said switch means from a first open position to a 
second closed position. 

3. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 
in said electrical output means includes means for selec 
tively adjusting the electrical output. 

4. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 
in said electrical output means includes switch means hav 
ingk a movable switch element positioned in said passage 
for movement under the influence of smoke moving 
through said passage. 

5. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 
in said electrical output means includes switch means 
having a slidable switch element positioned in said 
passage for sliding movement under the influence of smoke 
moving through said passage. 

6. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 
in said mouthpiece includes an end portion adapted to 
be positioned between the lips of a user, and said con 
ducting means includes a pair of lip-contactable electri 
cally conductive contacts at said end portion. 
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4. 
7. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 1 where 

in said electrical output means and electrical circuit have 
a pair of normally open contacts, a switch element mova 
ble in response to smoke moving through said passage 
for closing said normally open contacts, said electrical 
circuit further including a source of electrical energy, and 
a pair of conductors coupled to said contacts and said 
electrical energy source whereby upon the closing of 
said contacts by said switch element an electrical output 
is produced through said pair of conductors which when 
in contact with the lips of a smoker produces an electrical 
shock each time said contacts are closed. 

8. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 2 where 
in said mouthpiece includes an end portion adapted to be 
positioned between the lips of a user, and said conducting' 
means includes a pair of lip-contactable electrically con 
ductive contacts at said end portion. 

9. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 8 where 
in said switch means includes a switch element at least 
partially disposed in said passage. 

10. The anti-smoking device as defined in claim 9 
wherein said electrical output means includes an electrical 
circuit having a pair of normally open contacts, said 
switch element being operative for closing said normally 
open contacts upon the movement of smoke through said 
passage, said electrical circuit further including a source 
of electrical energy, and said pair of lip-contactable elec 
trically conductive contacts being coupled to said nor 
mally open contacts and said electrical energy source 
whereby upon the closing of said contacts by said switch 
element an electrical output is produced at said lip-con 
tactable contacts which when in contact with the lips 
of a smoker produces an electrical shock each time said 
normally open contacts are closed. 
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